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Abstract: Censorship-resistant communication systems
generally use real-world cover protocols to establish a
covert channel through which uncensored communication can occur. Unfortunately, many previously proposed systems use cover protocols inconsistently with
the way humans normally use those protocols, leading
to anomalous network traffic patterns that have been
shown to be discoverable by real-world censors. In this
paper, we argue that censorship-resistant communication systems should follow two behavior-based design
properties: (i) behavioral independence: systems should
isolate the operation of their covert channels from the
operation of their cover protocols, and (ii) behavioral
realism: systems should either opportunistically use existing genuine cover protocol instances or run new protocol instances that are modeled after genuine ones. These
properties ensure that the behavior of a system’s users
will not degrade its security. We demonstrate how to
achieve these properties through the design and evaluation of Raven, a censorship-resistant messaging system
that uses email cover protocols identically to the way
humans use email. Raven uses a generative adversarial
network that is trained on genuine email data to control the timing and sizes of the email messages it sends
and receives, and these messages are transferred independently of user actions. Our evaluation shows that,
compared to the state-of-the-art email-based Mailet system, Raven raises the false-positive rate from 3% to 50%
when detecting covert channel usage with 100% recall.
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1 Introduction
Internet freedom worldwide is becoming increasingly
more restricted [24] as new censorship practices are
developed and deployed by nation-states seeking to
control the flow of information for political, social,
or economic gain [51, 53]. To combat internet censorship, researchers and activists have proposed numerous censorship-resistant tools and techniques that
can help restore access to information online [41, 61].
The proposed systems include those that attempt to
mimic known protocols [16, 17, 48, 66, 68], those that
tunnel covert traffic through multimedia and other
cloud-based channels [6, 11, 37, 43, 46, 48, 66], those
that attempt to obscure the destination at the routing
layer [10, 18, 28, 35, 39, 49, 73, 74], and those that try
to produce polymorphic behavior [4, 69, 70].
Most systems are designed to create a covert communication channel to a proxy server using a cover protocol that should appear innocuous to any censor that
can observe its execution. The proxy server then assists
in accessing the originally censored information.
Unfortunately, many of the previous systems suffer
from limitations that allow more sophisticated censors
to identify the presence of the covert channel and block
or disrupt it [41, 61]. A primary limitation of previously
proposed systems is that they operate cover protocols
inconsistently with de facto cover protocol operation in
the wild [36]. Recent work has demonstrated how inconsistent cover protocol operation can lead to detection
and blocking [15, 19, 25, 29, 36] when the censorshipresistant system: (i) exhibits non-standard or unusual
responses to errors or other active probes, or (ii) uses
valid but unusual choices in implementation which are
visible to passive observers. Running a genuine application to instantiate a cover protocol (rather than mimicking it) is now a generally-recognized requirement [36].
However, even if the cover protocol is perfectly
emulated within a genuine application, the usage of
the covert channel could produce traffic inconsistencies
(e.g., timing and volume) in the cover protocol that appear anomalous to the censor when compared to the
way other humans normally use that protocol. For ex-
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ample, naïvely running a user’s interactive web browsing
session over an email cover protocol [38] could produce
recognizable bursts of emails. Using traffic analysis, a
censor can learn distinguishing features and use them
to discover and block the channel [7, 31, 36, 58, 65].
Ensuring that the covert channel usage behavior that
is observable in the cover protocol is indistinguishable
from normal use of that protocol is an outstanding problem that recent work does not convincingly solve [7].
Behavior Properties: The traffic analysis issues described above lead us to argue for the following properties when designing censorship-resistant systems. Most
importantly, the goal is to ensure that a censor that
observes the network traffic produced by the operation
of the cover protocol is unable to distinguish it from
other benign executions of that protocol. First, we argue
for behavioral independence: the operation of the covert
channel by the user should be isolated from the operation of the cover protocol by the censorship-resistant
system software. Isolating user actions from the operation of the cover protocol ensures that users do not
unintentionally degrade security. Second, we argue for
behavioral realism: the cover protocol should be operated according to its de facto operation in the real world.
This can be achieved either by opportunistically using
available existing executions of the cover protocol, or by
running new cover protocol instances that are closely
modeled after real world protocol behavior.
Raven: We believe that our behavior-based design
properties would benefit many censorship-resistant communication systems. However, in this paper, we focus
on a narrow set of text-based cover protocols in order
to demonstrate the effectiveness of incorporating behavioral independence and realism into a concrete system designed for an established use-case. To this end,
we design, implement, and evaluate Raven,1 a proof-ofconcept censorship resistance system that is designed to
operate email cover protocols identically to the way genuine users would operate email protocols while isolating
covert actions from cover protocol execution.
In Raven, clients and proxies use standard encrypted email cover protocols (e.g., SMTPS or IMAPS)
and communicate through legitimate email service
providers. Because of the link encryption to the service
provider, the censor is never in a position to observe
email addresses. Further, the client is free to choose
(or switch) its email provider, so completely blocking

1 In Game of Thrones, ravens enable long-distance communication between communities using complex training methods [30].
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Raven requires blocking all email providers outside of
the censor’s control (an action bearing severe economic
impact [11, 23, 28, 34]). The cover email protocols are
executed using popular email clients (e.g., Thunderbird)
which respond as they normally would to malformed
inputs or errors and enable Raven to resist protocol
emulation attacks [15, 44, 45]. The client and a proxy
regulate the frequency and size of emails following the
output of a model that we trained on genuine email
protocol behavior using generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [54], ensuring that they do not produce anomalous transmission patterns that are detectable through
traffic analysis [7, 31, 36, 58, 65].
Raven supports covert interaction with TLS-based
services through the use of Intel processor Software
Guard Extensions (SGX) [3]. More specifically, Raven
enables secure, delay-tolerant TLS communication with
Twitter, an established use-case for censorship circumvention tools [42, 59]. In particular, Twitter has become
a recent target of state-sponsored censorship activity
as governments attempt to control the flow of information on their networks [76], and Raven could be used
to combat these efforts. Raven clients use SGX to securely establish fully encrypted and authenticated TLS
connections through a proxy server. The proxy fetches
TLS resources on behalf of the client and sends them
over encrypted email but is unable to read or modify
them.
Contributions: We make the following primary contributions. In §2, we analyze previously proposed
censorship-resistant systems for their ability to achieve
behavioral realism and behavioral independence and
find that no previous system simultaneously achieves
both properties. In §3, we further motivate the importance of considering protocol behavior and demonstrate
how previous email-based censorship-resistant systems
that do not provide behavior independence [38, 42] can
be trivially detected through traffic analysis. We present
the results from a novel internet measurement of the accessibility of email protocols in censored regions in §4.1,
wherein we find that out-of-country email connections
are allowed to some degree for all tested countries. We
present the design of Raven, a novel censorship-resistant
communication system, in §4.3; we are the first to incorporate GANs trained on genuine user behavior in a way
that also prevents the censor from identifying our covert
channels due to behavior emulation flaws, and we are
the first to use SGX to enable delay-tolerant censorshipresistant communication. Finally, we evaluate Raven in
§5; we find that Raven raises the false-positive rate in
identifying email cover protocols with 100% recall from
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Table 1. Survey of behavioral independence and realism in
tunnel-based censorship-resistant systems.

3% to 50% compared to the state of the art while offering reasonable performance for periodic use of Twitter.

Independence # # # #
G # # #
# G
# #
Realism
# # # # # # # #
#
Citation
[33] [46] [11] [6] [37] [26] [42] [8] [64] [48] [38] —

2 Background and Related Work

G
#

Background: The censorship model that we consider
is shown in Figure 1 and is based on standard assumptions from previous work [41, 61]. A user in a jurisdiction controlled by the censor (i.e., the sphere of influence [41]) wishes to communicate with other users
or publishers that exist on the free and open internet
(outside the sphere of influence). The censor’s goal is to
block access to information on the free internet that it
determines is prohibited. The user’s goal is to circumvent censorship and restore access to information using
censorship-resistant tools and protocols.
The censor does wish to maintain users’ general connectivity to the internet; although its goal is to block
access to prohibited information, it does not want to
block access to benign information for economic reasons. Hence, the censor attempts to minimize access to
prohibited information (false negatives) while limiting
the collateral damage caused by erroneously blocking
accesses to benign information (false positives).
The censor can passively monitor published information from sources outside of its sphere of influence.
Within its sphere of influence, the censor controls the
network over which the user is attempting to communicate. The censor can passively observe packets, flows,
and hosts within its network; if packet payloads are encrypted, the censor can passively observe the ciphertexts
but cannot break encryption. The censor can perform
traffic manipulation and traffic analysis on all traffic it
observes in order to aid the blocking of packets, flows,
or hosts or to discover, inspect, and block censorship
circumvention systems. It can actively probe any host
inside or outside of its sphere of influence, and analyze distinguishing traffic features such as destination
addressing, size, timing, payload content, protocol semantics, and user behavior semantics.
Related Work: Numerous systems have been proposed
to resist censorship [41, 61]. These systems include those

the property is fully satisfied by the system
attempted, but the property is only partially satisfied
# the property is not satified by the system

based on protocol mimicry [16, 17, 48, 66, 68], protocol
tunneling [6, 11, 26, 37, 43, 46, 48, 66], polymorphism [4,
69, 70], browser-based or scalable proxy systems [20–22,
50], refraction networking [10, 18, 27, 28, 35, 39, 49, 63,
73, 74], and cloud fronting systems [11, 23, 34, 77]. Many
of these approaches are vulnerable to traffic analysis [7,
25, 31, 36, 65] and other active attacks [15, 19, 29, 57].
We believe that most of these systems would improve
if they adopted techniques for behavioral independence
and realism, and we enable new opportunities for future
work to explore this space.
Tunnel-based censorship-resistant systems are particularly relevant to the design of Raven, which tunnels covert traffic over email (see §4.3). As shown in
Table 1, most previously-proposed tunnel-based systems, including Castle [33], CovertCast [46], CloudTransport [11], Freewave [37], HTTPT [26], Mailet [42],
and SWEET [38], achieve neither behavioral independence nor behavioral realism. These systems do not realistically model human behavior, and user actions in
the covert channel may leak a significant amount of information when executing their cover protocols.
No system surveyed fully achieves behavioral independence and behavioral realism. However, four previous systems do make some attempt at achieving these
properties: Protozoa [8] and Rook [64] achieve behavioral independence and behavior realism, respectively,
while not supporting the other property. DeltaShaper [6]
attempts to adjust cover traffic to avoid introducing
new signals, but the adjustment process is heuristic and
user actions could still leak through to the cover protocol. SkypeMorph [48] sends traffic according to a shaping oracle that is trained on the distribution of Skype
messages’ sizes and times. Strictly following the shaping oracle’s decisions when shaping traffic would produce behavior-realistic traffic. However, SkypeMorph
violates behavioral independence because it (i) imme-
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diately sends packets as covert messages arrive and
(ii) does not send packets when there are no covert
messages to send. The traffic morphing mode of SkypeMorph is a promising method to achieve traffic analysis
resistance, but security relies on the choice of a realistic
target (cover) distribution [72].
Systems that use email as a cover protocol (as Raven
does) include SWEET [38] and Mailet [42]. SWEET
proposes to use email to transport both upstream and
downstream traffic while covertly web browsing [38],
while Mailet is designed to use email to communicate
with proxies that access social sites such as Twitter [42].
Neither SWEET nor Mailet achieve behavioral independence or provide a way to produce behavioral-realistic
email sending and receiving patterns, making them vulnerable to detection by traffic analysis. We show in
§3.1.3 how Mailet’s traffic patterns are distinguishable
from genuine email patterns.

3 Behavior-Based Protocols
In this section, we discuss the basic properties of behavior modeling that generally apply to censorship circumvention systems.

3.1 Properties of Behavior Modeling
Traffic analysis attacks pose a serious threat to censorship circumvention techniques. In practice today, censors tend to favor cheaper approaches (for example, active probing) to identify and block hosts participating
in censorship circumvention protocols. But, new circumvention systems are being designed to frustrate these
cheaper attacks [17, 26], which may force a censor to
instead rely on traffic analysis to detect these hosts.
Moreover, traffic analysis attacks using machine learning classifiers have been shown to be highly effective at
detecting network protocol obfuscation [7, 65].
Traffic analysis attacks search through protocol traffic for a signal that enables an attacker to distinguish
and separate ordinary, benign protocol traffic flows from
those used as cover traffic for censorship circumvention.
This signal often takes the form of network packets’
transmission times and sizes. For example, Wang et al.
found that meek, a circumvention system, produced
traffic that exhibited unusual TCP ACK transmission
times. A machine learning classifier given ACK intervals as a feature is able to distinguish meek traffic from
among ordinary HTTPS traffic (meek’s cover protocol)
[65]. Many prior works haphazardly model cover proto-
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col behavior, or do not model behavior at all, rendering
them susceptible to detection through traffic analysis.
We argue that realistic behavior modeling is a crucial component of censorship circumvention systems. We
focus on two key properties of behavior modeling that
are often overlooked: (i) behavioral independence, and
(ii) behavioral realism.
3.1.1 Behavioral Independence
Behavioral independence is satisfied if inputs to and actions made by the covert channel do not affect the observable behavior of the cover protocol; e.g., the usage
behavior of Twitter (the covert channel) is independent
of the operation of the email cover protocols. In other
words, behavioral independence is achieved if the cover
protocol behaves identically, regardless of which covert
channel inputs are given. This property alone is not sufficient for covertness, but does provide a type of traffic
analysis resistance—if cover protocol traffic is independent of covert channel traffic, then the censor cannot
learn anything about the behavior of the covert channel
by observing the cover protocol.
System security can be degraded in two ways when
behavioral independence is not achieved. First, the
covert channel behavior may introduce artifacts into the
cover protocol messages that do not occur frequently
with ordinary cover protocol operation, which may serve
as a signal to detect the presence of the covert traffic.
This degradation is particularly problematic when user
actions (for example, clicking HTTP links in a covert
web-browsing session) affect cover protocol behavior,
because it is impractical to rely on users to provide action sequences that result in realistic cover behavior. A
case of this reliance is seen in the SWEET email-based
censorship circumvention system, where it is assumed
that users make only up to 70 webpage fetches per day
as to not transmit emails too frequently [38]. Second,
if the censor is able to identify and monitor a covert
channel within a cover medium, then the censor may
be able to infer the contents of covert messages through
the information leaked by the cover protocol.

3.1.2 Behavioral Realism
As stated above, behavioral independence is not sufficient to provide channel covertness—an important design question remains: which actions should the cover
protocol make? Using the wrong choice of inputs may
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lead to out-of-the-ordinary cover protocol behavior (for
example, sending messages too quickly) that can be used
by the censor to identify channel usage. Behavioral realism requires that the distribution of observable behavior
exhibited by the cover protocol is similar to the distribution of behaviors exhibited by typical, genuine usage of
the protocol. This property may be achieved by measuring the distribution of inputs to the cover protocol during genuine executions, and sampling new sequences of
inputs from the learned distribution. Some previouslyproposed censorship circumvention systems use heuristic approaches to achieve realism, like rate limiting protocol inputs [33, 38]. However, the choice of parameters
in the heuristics are made haphazardly. Instead, we recommend that user actions be explicitly modeled from
genuine protocol inputs. In §3.2, we discuss techniques
that can be used to model these distributions.

3.1.3 A Study of Mailet
To study the effects that behavior modeling can have
on a censorship circumvention system, we examine the
Mailet censorship circumvention system which is designed to provide Twitter microblogging services over
email [42]. All covert protocol messages are carried
within emails, which are encrypted using TLS when
transferred between email clients and servers.
In Mailet’s design, user actions determine the sizes
and times of emails sent through the system. For example, when a user wishes to Tweet, the Mailet client
immediately sends an email containing the Tweet contents to a Mailet server—there is no queuing or shaping
applied to the email. Upon posting a Tweet successfully,
the Mailet server immediately responds with a 7 byte
success string. Li and Hopper argue that Mailet behaviors do not significantly differ from typical email behaviors; i.e., that Mailet behavior is, by nature, difficult to
distinguish from genuine email behavior. However, note
that Mailet violates behavioral independence, and can
violate behavioral realism (if Tweet sizes and times vary
significantly from genuine emails). Through a simple
traffic analysis attack, we will demonstrate that covert
traffic sent by Mailet is easily detected and blocked.
Simulated Dataset: Mailet is not a publicly deployed
system, so to analyze its behavior we simulate its usage using the open-source Mailet implementation [2].
Following Li and Hopper, we consider a scenario where
Mailet users can (i) post Tweets and (ii) search keywords. We used archived data from August 2019 of
Twitter’s “Spritzer” stream, a 1% sample of all pub-
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lic Tweets [67]. The corpus contains 97,261,581 Tweets
made by 28,564,408 users. From this corpus of Tweets
and users, we sampled 100 verified users at random.2
To simulate Mailet Tweet behavior, we obtained
each user’s complete Tweet history from August 1 2019
to October 1 2019 and recorded Tweet sizes and timestamps. To simulate Mailet searches, we identified 250
popular hashtags in the corpus. We obtained Twitter’s
search results for each keyword with contents from August 1 2019 to October 1 2019. Following Li and Hopper, we assume an average of 4–5 searches are made
by each user for each Tweet. We assume the Twitter
server responds with between 1 and 100 (the maximum
response size) search results, chosen at random. We run
the Mailet code to obtain the Mailet emails sent for each
Tweet and search.
Evaluation: We treat the task of identifying Mailet
emails from among genuine emails as a supervised binary classification machine learning task. Each day of
email behavior constitutes a single input example. We
use a 30-dimensional feature space where each feature
is a summary statistic (count, mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, minimum, maximum, and percentiles 0.1–0.9) describing the distribution of sizes for
emails that were sent and received on a day. These features have been shown to be informative when detecting
covert channels [7].
From a corpus of genuine email usage collected from
this paper’s authors, (discussed further in §5.2) we randomly select six genuine email users and six Mailet
users to constitute the training dataset. From each of
these twelve users, we sample 60 days worth of input
examples. On this training data, we train a random forest classifier (with 100 trees) using the scikit-learn
Python package. Then, we evaluate classifier performance on a test set of 60 examples taken from one genuine mail user and one Mailet user (distinct from the
training users). We used k-fold cross validation and repeated this process for k = 7 different folds of training
and testing data.
A summary of classifier performance is given as
follows. On average, the classifier was able to
achieve 100% recall, i.e., TPP where T P is the number of true positives (correctly labeled Mailet examples)
and P is the total number of positive/Mailet examples

2 During this sampling, users were partitioned into 20 evenlyspaced percentiles based upon their Tweet frequencies. 5 users
were sampled uniformly from each part to ensure we obtained a
range of Twitter behaviors.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of genuine vs. Mailet email sizes.

in the test set. The classifier achieved a relatively-low
3% false positive rate, i.e., FNP where F P is the number of false positives (genuine examples predicted to be
Mailet) and N is the total number of negative/genuine
examples in the test set. In other words, on average,
the trained classifier was able to identify all instances
of Mailet usage, while incorrectly labeling only 3% of
genuine email examples as originating from Mailet.
This relatively strong classifier performance is due
to Mailet’s distinctive email sizes. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of all email sizes in the genuine email
dataset we collected and the simulated Mailet dataset.
Mailet email traffic has unique characteristics: (i) there
is a high prevalence of small, incoming emails in Mailet
due to the broker sending a 7 byte success string upon
each successful Tweet; and (ii) most outgoing email is
small relative to ordinary email, as it contains only a
short Tweet or keyword to search.
Both of these unique characteristics highlight the
importance of behavior modeling. By definition, a system with behavioral independence cannot leak covertchannel behavior, such as the transmission of small control messages, through the cover protocol. A system
achieving behavior realism must transmit emails with
sizes that are in accord with the genuine email patterns,
precluding the case seen in Mailet where unusuallymany small emails are sent.

3.2 Methods for Behavior Modeling
Traffic analysis vulnerabilities, such as the one observed
in Mailet, emphasize the need to adopt behavioral independence and realism in covert channel design. Two
techniques can be used to achieve these properties.
To satisfy behavioral independence, cover protocol inputs can be scheduled and executed regardless of
which covert channel behaviors need to occur. (These
inputs should be scheduled according to a distribution
of realistic user behavior, described further below.) Mismatches between cover protocol performance limitations
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and covert channel performance requirements can lead
to poor covert channel goodput. In §3.3, we discuss design choices that can be used to improve performance.
A model of the distribution of typical cover protocol inputs can be used to achieve behavioral realism.
Learning such a distribution consists of two tasks: (i)
gathering genuine user inputs, and (ii) building a model
to encode the distribution of inputs. Once inputs are
gathered, generative machine learning models can be a
useful tool for learning distributions—given a number
of unlabled input examples x1 , x2 , . . . , xn from a distribution D, a generative model can learn a synthetic
distribution D̂ ≈ D and produce a new synthetic example x̂ ∼ D̂ such that x̂ 6= xi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Generative
models based on deep neural networks, such as generative adversarial networks (GANs), have been trained to
accurately model highly complex distributions, such as
images of human faces [32, 40]. Using generative models, as opposed to replaying behaviors from a corpus of
user behavior, prevents the censor from obtaining the
corpus and testing if behaviors are contained within the
corpus. In §5, we show how we trained GANs to learn
and produce email behaviors.

3.3 Considerations of Modeling
Although
behavior
modeling
can
improve
circumvention-system covertness, it can also degrade
performance. The rigid schedule of inputs given to the
cover protocol (e.g., “send the next email 3 hours from
now”) may disagree with the performance desiderata
of the covert channel (e.g., “post a Tweet now”). In
particular, high latency cover protocols cannot be used
naïvely for low-latency applications. For example, a
TCP connection cannot be tunneled over email with
human-scale delays inserted without experiencing timeouts. Similarly, low bandwidth cover protocols (e.g.,
VoIP) cannot be used to realize high bandwidth covert
channels (e.g., streaming HD video) without violating
behavior modeling principles.
To realize useful functionalities over high-latency
channels, application proxies can be used. For example, instead of trying to tunnel raw TCP payloads from a client to a web server over email, an
HTTP proxy can receive a short command (e.g., “fetch
https://example.com”) and dispatch the command on
behalf of the client. Unfortunately, most designs for application proxying require trust in the proxy to execute the functionality correctly, introducing an additional point of failure. Instead, we recommend proxy
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designs that implement these functionalities securely. In
the case study that follows, we show that secure hardware enclaves can be used to securely implement the
transmission of TLS-protected HTTP commands.

4 Case Study: Communicating
over Email Cover Protocols
In this section, we present a case-study in designing a censorship-resistant communication system called
Raven that uses email cover protocols and our behaviorbased protocol design principles from §3 after first
demonstrating the feasibility of using encrypted email
as cover protocols in the real world.

4.1 Accessibility of Email Protocols
We conduct real world internet measurements to inform
our use of email cover protocols for censorship resistance. We consider the use of email service providers
that are located outside of the censor’s sphere of influence, which is advantageous because it prevents the censor from directly observing email headers and content.
We thus consider the question: is it possible to access
out-of-country email services using encrypted IMAP and
SMTP from within censored regions?
Towards answering this question, we first formed
a baseline of countries that perform censorship. Using RIPE Atlas [55] probes distributed among 169
countries, we attempt HTTPS connections to Facebook, Google, Reddit, the National Democratic Institute (NDI), and the Tor Project—websites that the
ICLab censorship measurement platform [51] report as
being often subject to censorship. Prior work has shown
that RIPE Atlas probes are largely located at service
provider networks and are suitable for performing measurements from within provider networks [5]. We consider the 32 countries where we encountered the greatest number of unsuccessful HTTPS requests, where a
request is considered unsuccessful if it either fails to
connect or cannot validate the certificate, for example,
due to TLS man-in-the-middle (MitM). Certificate validation was performed using the default trust roots packaged with Ubuntu Linux. The 32 countries that exhibited the most censorship are listed in Table 2 (see Appendix D). This set represents the regions that could
potentially benefit the most from the use of email cover
protocols given their prevalence of censorship.
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We next determine the accessibility of email protocols in these regions. We attempted approximately
14,000 connections from RIPE Atlas probes located in
these 32 countries to the SMTPS (465) and IMAPS
(993) servers hosted by Gmail, Yahoo!, Riseup, and an
email server operated by an author in North America.
We include Gmail and Yahoo! since they represent major email providers with large numbers of users. Riseup
is an organization that provides tools for “people and
groups working on liberatory social change” [56], and
thus we expect it to be particularly prone to blocking.
Finally, the small single-user email server is included
to measure whether countries block access to unknown
email services. We consider a connection to be successful if and only if (i) the probe is able to connect to
both the SMTPS and IMAPS ports and (ii) we are able
to authenticate the certificate. We performed certificate verification at our institution (by post-processing
the observed certificates) to mitigate the effects of corrupted roots of trust at the probes. Conceptually, our
success criteria indicates instances in which a user could
both send (SMTPS) and receive (IMAPS) email with
the email server, without being subject to MitM. Since
RIPE Atlas is incompatible with STARTTLS, our results are conservative, since some regions may support
STARTTLS but not SMTPS.
From this measurement, we found that the countryaveraged probe connection success rate to Gmail, Yahoo!, Riseup, and the personal email server were 86%,
87%, 84%, and 90%, respectively. The full set of measurement results is given in Table 2. Note that it is possible to use email protocols as cover protocols whenever
a connection to any email service succeeds. For example, in China, only 45% of probes were able to connect
to Gmail, but 85% could connect to Yahoo. Iran blocked
11% of probes’ connections to Yahoo!, but did not block
any connections to either Gmail or Riseup. Uganda and
Kyrgyzstan exhibited the most blocking, but in both
cases 50% or more of probes succeeded in establishing
secure connections to out-of-country email servers.
Overall, we find that all tested countries allow some
degree of out-of-country IMAPS and SMTPS, and that
in most countries, the vast majority (> 85%) of our
probes could securely connect to the email servers. Our
results also show that blocking unknown email servers
(i.e., our local server) is rare.
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4.2 Design Preliminaries
Assumptions: We derive three key assumptions based
on our measurement study in §4.1 and the censorship
model from §2 that will inform the design of our emailbased communication channel in §4.3. First, we consider
a blocklisting adversary that does not block all email
protocols, but may block specific email service providers
or individual servers. Second, we assume that any service located inside the censor’s sphere of influence is
untrusted and can be manipulated or otherwise compromised by the censor. And third, any service outside
of the censor’s sphere of influence is also untrusted and
uncooperative: it cannot be directly manipulated, but
the censor can pressure it. In particular, outside services may seek to discover and block service usage that
does not comply with their terms of service agreements
(as has happened in the case of domain fronting [60]).
However, we assume that not all service providers will
participate in both discovery and blocking.
Goals: Our primary design goal is to ensure that a censor that observes the network traffic produced by the operation of email cover protocols is unable to distinguish
them from other benign executions of those protocols.
If the censor suspects that some users within its sphere
of influence are sending covert messages over email, it
should be unable to detect those users with certainty.
(Recall from §2 that the censor is unwilling to block
broad email usage due to a high collateral damage that
it would incur.) Guided by our behavioral realism and
behavioral independence principles discussed in §3, we
aim to achieve our indistinguishability goal by ensuring that the operation of the cover protocol is realistic
and independent of user actions. Note that we aim to
support high-latency, low-volume applications like Twitter; we explicitly consider low-latency, high-volume, and
anonymous communication as out of scope.

4.3 Raven Design
We now present the design of Raven, an email-based
censorship-resistant communication channel that provides independence between covert and cover protocols,
uses generative adversarial networks (GANs) [54] to
enforce behavior-realistic communication patterns, and
uses SGX [3] to enable delay-tolerant TLS communication with Twitter (or other TLS-based services).

Fig. 3. To bootstrap, a single message is sent from the client to
the broker and includes channel configuration parameters. The
broker assigns the channel to a proxy, which responds to the
client to form the Raven channel.

4.3.1 Operation of the Cover Protocols
Parties: Figure 3 shows the parties involved in Raven.
The primary parties that run Raven software include
a client that wants to circumvent censorship, and broker and proxy servers that facilitate circumvention to
enable the user to access the free internet. Raven also
utilizes third-party email service providers to facilitate
communication between nodes. Our use of the email service providers aligns with the way normal humans use
them; i.e., we use them to transport encrypted Raven
messages while mimicking the stochastic traffic patterns
of plausible email users. The service providers allow us
to obfuscate the Raven servers as the destinations of
Raven messages within the censor’s sphere of influence,
as traffic to and from the Raven servers would not be directly observable by the censor when using email service
providers as intermediaries.
Bootstrapping: The bootstrapping process is shown
in Figure 3. A user obtains the Raven client software
and configures it to connect to a new client-side email
account that is independent of the user’s identity via
the standard encrypted email protocols SMTPS and
IMAPS. The client uses this account to send and receive email messages to and from a third-party email
provider located outside of the sphere of influence.
We use a modular design for the Raven servers,
which is possible due to the asymmetric and locationindependent nature of email. The broker registers an
email account with a public email service provider (e.g.,
Gmail). This account is only used to receive a single
handshake message for each Raven client that wants to
bootstrap a Raven channel, but not to send messages.
This design choice allows new clients to reach the broker
via a well-known public email address while the broker
remains a low-volume user of the email service. On the
other hand, the proxy uses a Raven mailserver that is capable of interacting with other email service providers.
We run this mailserver so we can support higher volumes
than some email service providers would find acceptable,
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Fig. 4. The generator is trained using genuine email samples and
a feedback loop with a discriminator.

and we can dynamically provision higher-volume services to carry the load from the interaction with clients
over the covert channel. The Raven servers can temporarily go offline or migrate to different hosts if necessary; as long as their mail user agents can access their
email providers, they are location-independent. This design is based on our initial deployment experiences,
which we detail in Appendix B.
To bootstrap the Raven channel, the client sends
an initial handshake request message (including channel configuration parameters) to the broker at its public
email address. Upon receiving a handshake request from
a client, the broker assigns the new request to a proxy.
The proxy uses the client’s choice of parameters to initialize a sending process that is synchronized with the
client’s receiving process, and then sends a handshake
response to the client using the proxy’s email service.
After receiving the response, the client and proxy can
continue communicating over the channel.
Behavioral Realism: Raven uses a behavior generator that is trained using generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [54] to determine realistic email timings and
sizes. GANs are trained to model a distribution over the
training data and can efficiently generate new, synthetic
samples from the learned distribution. The GAN training process consists of a game played between a generator that produces synthetic samples, and a discriminator that evaluates the samples. The goal of the generator
is to produce samples that the discriminator is unable to
distinguish from true data elements during evaluation.
As shown in Figure 4, the generator is trained using genuine, human-generated email meta-data (email sending
times and sizes) and a feedback loop with the discriminator to produce new sending patterns that are difficult
to distinguish from genuine user behavior.
Raven requires genuine email meta-data (email
times and sizes) for training the GAN, but our design offers flexibility on the data source. Some example
sources include public email datasets such as the Enron [1] and Avocado [52] sets, email meta-data collected
by a trusted organization such as a university or non-
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profit, or even users of Raven themselves. The choice of
data source should consider the risk of a censor poisoning the data to inject a signal that could later be used
to detect Raven traffic; some data sources are much less
susceptible to such an attack. This issue is discussed
further in § 5.1.
The email meta-data is distilled through a training
process into a behavior generator model that contains
a set of user profiles P that encompass the email sending patterns of one or more users. Depending on the
data source, the model could be trained either (i) by
the Raven deployment team or trusted affiliate and distributed with the Raven software (and model updates
sent as compressed email attachments of a few MB), or
(ii) by the Raven client on first start. Once trained (see
§5.2), the generator model is used by a message handler
component to shape email cover traffic, i.e., to determine precisely when to send email messages and how
large they should be.
Behavioral Independence: Raven buffers userinitiated requests to send covert messages in order to enforce independence between the covert channel and the
email cover protocols. When the behavior generator indicates that it is time to send an email, the message handler checks the outgoing user buffer; if application data
is present in the buffer, the message handler will pack,
fragment, and pad it to the correct size as instructed by
the behavior generator. Otherwise, the handler generates a dummy message of the correct size. To obfuscate
the message content, the message handler then GPGencrypts the message (a standard method of encrypting
email content) before passing it to the mail user agent
(e.g., Thunderbird). The mail user agent writes the encrypted message into the body of a new email that it
sends to the proxy’s email address using an encrypted
SMTPS connection to the email service provider.
When messages from the client are delivered to its
inbox, the proxy receives them through an encrypted
IMAPS connection with the proxy’s mailserver. From
here, the message moves through the reverse process
that was applied at the client: the message is decrypted,
stripped, extracted, and reassembled. Dummy messages
are discarded, and legitimate application data is passed
up to an incoming buffer that is read by the proxy’s
side of the Raven plugin. Once an initial message is
received from the client, an analogous process to the
one we described above (and in Figure 5) operates in the
reverse direction (from proxy to client) in parallel on the
proxy in order to support bidirectional communication.
Tuning Raven: Raven is tunable with respect to the
user profiles: it allows clients to operate i user profiles in
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Fig. 5. The Raven channel design. Sending and receiving through
the channel is analogous in both directions.

parallel such that 1 ≤ i ≤ |P|. The i profiles are chosen
at random from all possible combinations, and fixed for
the duration of Raven usage. Larger values of i result in
Raven sending and receiving more email traffic, which
will increase the capacity of the covert channel but may
also increase the suspicion of a network adversary observing the channel. Raven uses i = 1 as the default (the
most secure setting), however, we consider that choosing i > 1 is reasonable since the network traffic that
would result could have plausibly been created by multiple genuine email users who share an IP address due
to network address translation (NAT) devices like home
or commercial routers.3

4.3.2 Using the Covert Channel
Overview: Raven enables covert communication between its clients and proxies, which can support general, plug-in functionalities. Malicious proxies constitute
a serious threat in this design. Tunneling HTTPS/TLS
connections through Raven is not an option due to the
timeouts that would occur as a result of the high latency of its email cover protocols. Instead, we design a
secure, delay-tolerant proxy in a trusted execution environment (Intel SGX) that can verifiably transmit TLS
messages, such as Twitter feeds, specified confidentially
by the client and return the contents with confidentiality and integrity guarantees.

3 A recent report from the U.N. explains that the average household size across 153 countries ranges from 2.1 to over 8 persons
per household [62]; those users may have several devices that
send and receive email and that are sporadically connected to
the internet, and they may frequently host guests that use email.

Software Guard Extensions: Intel SGX is a recent,
popular trusted computing platform proposed by Intel [14]. SGX allows for trusted code to be verifiably
and confidentially executed inside of a secure enclave
process on an otherwise untrusted host; any other process (including kernel/ring-0 processes) cannot read or
write enclave memory and cannot modify instructions
executed inside the enclave. These properties are supported by the CPU and motherboard—special assembly
instructions are used to enter and leave a protected enclave process, and the CPU and memory-management
unit ensure that enclave memory is only decrypted and
accessible when the enclave is running.
The SGX platform includes a remote attestation
procedure that allows an external process (in particular, a non-enclave process running on another host)
to (i) establish a shared-secret with an enclave process,
and (ii) become convinced that the enclave process is
correctly running an unmodified version of a known,
trusted program. The shared-secret is established using
a Diffie-Hellman handshake that is partially executed
inside the enclave. To prove program correctness, the
enclave produces a “quote”, i.e., a cryptographic hash of
the enclave’s code and data memory pages. This quote is
checked and signed by Intel’s Attestation Service (IAS)
and presented to the client.4
Note that Intel SGX is a relatively new cryptographic technology, and there have been some sidechannel attacks published affecting SGX security (e.g.,
SgxPectre [12]) which should be addressed in any realworld systems depending on SGX.
SGX-Protected Proxy: The ability to delegate sensitive tasks to the trusted SGX enclave enables se-

4 The remote-attestation process requires trust in Intel’s publickey infrastructure, in which Intel is the root of trust.
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cure functionalities that otherwise would be difficult to
achieve in a high-latency setting. The Raven client first
needs to establish a shared secret with the proxy. The
Raven client performs remote attestations with the enclave to receive proof that the enclave is running correctly and establishes a persistent symmetric key sk.
(Note that all messages sent to/from the client are transferred through Raven). This process requires four roundtrips between the Raven client and proxy (shown above
the dashed line in Figure 6). Once a shared secret between the Raven client and proxy has been established,
the client can send any number of messages (shown below the dashed line in Figure 6) without reestablishing
the secret.
To perform a URL fetch operation, the client encrypts a URL under sk with an authenticated encryption scheme and sends it to the enclave. Then, the enclave decrypts the URL, and while remaining inside the
enclave, establishes a TLS connection with the specified web host and fetches the resource. Crucially, all
cryptographic operations occur within the enclave; the
URL, GET request, and fetched resource are inaccessible and unmodifiable from outside the trusted enclave.
(The untrusted host running the SGX proxy does learn
the identity of the web host, as do Tor exit relays and
all proxies fetching web resources in other proxy systems.) Once the resource has been fetched, the enclave
encrypts it with sk and sends it to the client (over the
Raven channel). The overall process is shown as a message sequence diagram in Figure 6.

4.4 Sketch of Raven’s Security Properties
We briefly summarize Raven’s security properties with
respect to their effect on the protocol parties.
The Censor: The censor observes TLS connections
between email clients and providers. The censor can
prevent availability by uniformly blocking SMTPS and
IMAPS connections, but will have difficultly selectively
blocking only Raven users. Since Raven uses real email
applications, it resists probing attacks.
The Provider: All communications between parties
are GPG-encrypted using our simple PKI (the broker
is a known entity with a global public key); this provides point-to-point secure channels between the client,
broker, and proxies. The email provider can detect the
presence of Raven messages, but cannot read the contents of messages or modify them. By assumption (see
§4.2), there exists at least one provider that does not
attempt to deny service to each protocol participant.
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The Proxy: As stated above, we assume GPG provides
a secure channel between the client and the proxy’s untrusted operating system. The remote attestation process negotiates a secure channel between the client and
the secure enclave running on the untrusted proxy. The
proxy’s untrusted components (and by extension, the
broker—see below) can learn the network identity (IPv4
or IPv6 address) of the website contacted, but cannot view or modify the contents of TLS fetches made
through the secure enclave.
The Broker: A malicious broker can redirect the client
to any proxy that the broker desires. However, the SGX
client will only use proxies that can perform the Intel
SGX remote attestation process, which guarantees the
client access to a secure enclave. The broker can deny
service by ignoring client connection requests. However,
in practice, we assume the broker will be run by a known
trusted party (or parties), similar to Tor’s directory authorities.
We remark that, because Raven is probe-resistant,
behavior-realistic, and behavior-independent, the censor
will be required to rely on behavior analysis and traffic
analysis in order to attempt to distinguish Raven from
genuine use of email on its networks. We evaluate the
effectiveness of Raven against such analysis in §5.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of applying our behavior-based design principles through an indepth evaluation of Raven. Note that our evaluation
additionally includes a real world deployment of a prototype implementation of Raven, the details of which
we present in Appendix B due to space constraints.

5.1 Data Methodology
To maintain covertness, Raven connections need to be
modeled realistically after genuine email behavior. Producing such a model requires a dataset of email sending
and receiving behavior. In a real world deployment, this
data could be collected from a variety of sources, but the
choice of the source of email meta-data should consider
the ability for an adversary to poison the data in order
to inject a signal that could later be used to detect the
presence of Raven clients. Datasets that were created
prior to Raven have a very low risk of being poisoned
specifically against Raven. Similarly, there is little risk
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of data poisoning for Raven users that provide their own
personal email meta-data to privately train a behavior
model locally before using Raven. There may be more
risk associated with data provided by volunteers; this
risk could be mitigated by accepting data only from
trusted volunteers, or by forgoing volunteers and working directly with email providers to obtain meta-data.
For the purposes of evaluating Raven in this paper,
we use two sources of email behavior: (1) email data collected from this paper’s authors, and (2) archived email
data, made available through the Linguistic Data Consortium5 , gathered from the “Avocado” IT Company.
Author Dataset: Our first dataset, the Author
dataset, was collected voluntarily from the seven authors of this paper. We collected the timestamps and
sizes of emails sent and received during the six year period starting on Jan. 01, 2014. In total, we collected (i)
66,327 sent emails with an average of 4 emails sent per
volunteer-day and an average size of 173 KiB, and (ii)
605,250 received emails with an average of 40 emails received per volunteer-day and an average size of 88 KiB.
We use the email data from our limited set of 7 authors to simulate a more realistic scenario where many
volunteers provide fewer data points. To do this, we organize each distinct week of genuine data from each author into a user profile; i.e., each user profile corresponds
to the email behavior of a particular author during a single week. This process results in the creation of a total
of 2,620 user profiles. Raven is evaluated on the basis of
these profiles, explained later in this section.
Avocado Dataset: Although the Author dataset does
contain a large volume of modern email behavior, it is
limited due to the small number of authors whose data
comprises the dataset. In order to supplement our data,
we also ran our system evaluation on a second, older
email dataset. The Avocado Research Email Collection
(the Avocado dataset) is a collection of real users’ emails
from a now-defunct, pseudonymous “Avocado” IT company. “Avocado was an Information Technology software and services firm developing products for the mobile Internet market, operating from the late 1990s to
the middle of the first decade of the 21st century” [52].
The dataset contains 279 cleaned and privatized6
Microsoft Outlook mailbox files. We found that 273 of
these mailbox files contained email files (several con-

5 https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
6
See
https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/docs/LDC2015T03/
README.txt Section 5 for the procedures used to remove
personally-identifiable information from the dataset.
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tained only contact files, for example). We assume that
each Outlook mailbox file corresponds to a unique user
(in the dataset documentation, it is said that “[m]ost of
the accounts are those of Avocado employees”). However, unlike our author dataset, we did not know during
which time periods each user was active and using email.
In particular, accurately identifying periods of inactivity is challenging: for example, if no emails are present
during a given time, we do not know if this is due to
the user being inactive, or if the user was active but no
emails were transmitted. To infer periods of activity, we
look for sent emails as a sign that the user was active.
On days when a user sent an email, we collect the user’s
incoming and outgoing email activity on that day, as
well as the activity on the prior and next days.
In total, we collected (i) 145,320 sent emails with
an average of 5.1 emails sent per employee-day and an
average size of 85 KiB, and (ii) 481,401 received emails
with an average of 17 emails received per employee-day
and an average size of 53 KiB. The dataset contains
28,630 total days of activity for 218 users (profiles).
Features: We process the email data into a representation that is appropriate for the modeling task. We
aggregate the email data into day-long periods of behavior and summarize the daily sending and receiving
behavior with 12 hand-picked features: the volunteer ID,
day of week, number of emails transmitted, and 5 percentiles (0th, 20th, 50th, 80th, and 100th) of the email
size and transmission time distributions. These features
have been shown to be highly informative when characterizing encrypted network traffic [7].

5.2 GAN Evaluation
CTGAN: We train a conditional tabular generative
adversarial network (CTGAN) [75] to learn and imitate email transmission patterns. (In particular, we use
the CopulaGAN model provided by the Synthetic Data
Vault project7 .) The CTGAN is a state-of-the-art generative network that uses an efficient fully connected
neural network to handle the tabular feature space associated with our user profiles.
Our selection of CTGANs over more traditional
GANs or conditional GANs is due to two factors. First,
although GANs have been found to be effective at
generating fake images for the computer vision domain [13, 32, 47], they perform poorly when operating on lower dimensional, tabular data that is char-

7 https://sdv.dev/
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Fig. 7. The Bhattacharyya coefficient of samples drawn from
the genuine and synthetic univariate distributions over features.
The coefficient achieves a maximal value of 1.0 when the synthetic samples’ density matches the genuine samples’. The left
plot shows the results for the Author dataset and the right plot
shows the Avocado dataset.

acteristic of our email dataset. Second, CTGANs are
more amenable than traditional GANs for inputs that
have a non-Gaussian multimodal distribution of continuous features and imbalanced discrete features. Our
dataset contains data from different email users, each of
whom exhibits email behavior that does not necessarily follow a Gaussian distribution. (More precisely, the
distribution of their continuous feature values is often
non-Gaussian.) CTGAN effectively detects continuous
features and represents features from different distributions by applying mode-specific normalization. For discrete data, CTGAN learns via the training-by-sampling
method.
Training and Evaluation: Using the CTGANs, we
preserve the original dataset size while generating synthetic incoming email samples and outgoing email samples from the incoming and outgoing data points (i.e.,
days) in our datasets. Overall, the learned behavior
model overall consists of four GANs: two GANs trained
on the “number of emails” field in the incoming and
outgoing direction, and two GANs trained on the email
size/time distribution fields in the incoming and outgoing directions. We evaluate the output of the model
after each GAN for 500 epochs, which we empirically
determined was the point of diminishing returns.
To evaluate the quality of the training process, we
take synthetic examples produced by the trained model
and compare them to original points in the Author and
Avocado datasets. More specifically, we look at the univariate distribution the generator learned for each numeric feature and compute the Bhattacharyya coefficient between this learned distribution and the original distribution [9]. The Bhattacharyya coefficient es-
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timates the similarity of two samples by partitioning
points into non-overlapping regions and comparing sample density in these regions. The coefficient equals 1.0
when the density is equal in all regions (i.e., when the
samples are distributed equivalently). The coefficient
equals 0.0 when the samples disagree entirely (i.e., when
each region contains density from only one sample).
Results: Figure 7 shows the results of this comparison.
The accuracy of the learned univariate distributions is
high (greater than 0.8) in all features for both datasets,
indicating that the distribution of outputs produced by
the model is similar to the distribution of inputs when
compared on a per-feature basis. Note that we do not
analyze the accuracy of the multivariate distributions
learned over related features, but we will quantify the
overall quality of the synthetic distribution when evaluating Raven’s security in §5.3. Additional results are
provided in C, e.g., exploring the amount of time required to train the GAN and the effect of number of input features on the GAN’s output. In general, we found
that training the CTGAN model was relatively inexpensive (required fewer than 10 minutes) on a server
configured with a GPU.

5.3 Security Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate Raven’s susceptibility to
traffic analysis. In particular, we estimate the degree to
which Raven is able to achieve behavioral realism, because Raven’s design already incorporates independence
between the covert and cover channels (message patterns are determined by only the output of the GAN).
Similar to our study of Mailet (§3.1.3), we view the
problem of identifying Raven traffic as a binary classification machine learning task. Our evaluation considers
the scenario in which a network-layer adversary with
white-box access to Raven attempts to identify Raven
users from among genuine email users.
Features: Similar to the GAN training process, we
treat each day of email sending and receiving as a single
input example to the classifier. When performing classification in these experiments, we use an expanded 93dimensional feature space—the day of week, the number of emails sent and received that day, 15×2 summary statistics8 describing the size of emails sent and
received, 15×2 summary statistics describing the times

8 The distribution’s mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, min., max., and percentiles 10–90 (in steps of 10).
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that emails are sent and received, and 15×2 summary
statistics describing email interarrival times.
Classification: This classification experiment is designed to evaluate the degree to which the output from
the GAN (i.e., the behavior of Raven users) is realistic
among genuine email users outside of the GAN training
set. (In contrast, in §5.2, we presented an evaluation of
the extent to which the GAN is able to learn the distribution of behavior within the training set.)
In each trial, profiles are randomly shuffled evenly
into two sets: (1) GAN-Train, and (2) Classify. For
the profiles in the GAN-Train set, we train sending
and receiving GANs, consistent with our methodology
described in §5.2. Then, we sample 1,000 synthetic examples from the trained GAN and 1,000 examples from
the profiles in the Classify set. We use this set of 2,000
examples for classification. We split this classification
dataset into a training set with 1,000 examples and a
testing set with 1,000 examples. The training set and
testing set are balanced with an equal number of genuine
and synthetic examples. We fit a random forest classifier (100 trees, python’s sklearn implementation) on
the training set. The classifier’s goal is to correctly label examples as genuine or synthetic (i.e., Raven behavior). We then evaluate classifier performance on the
examples in the test set. We repeated for 5 samples of
the GAN-Train and Classify sets and for 10 random
folds of the Train/Test splits, resulting in 50 total trials.
Random forest classifiers perform classification by
training an ensemble of individual decision trees and
having the individual decision trees vote on the correct
classification. Classifier performance can be tuned by
applying a threshold τ such that examples are considered synthetic only if the synthetic label receives at
least τ votes. Applying a high threshold will limit the
amount of false positive classifications made (genuine
examples labeled as synthetic), but also decreases the
recall of the classifier (the proportion of synthetic samples correctly detected).
Results: Figure 8 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of classifier performance. The ROC
curve shows the trade-off between the false-positive rate
(FPR, i.e., the fraction of genuine examples mislabeled
synthetic) on the x-axis and true-positive rate (TPR,
i.e., the fraction of synthetic examples labeled correctly)
on the y-axis as the threshold τ is adjusted. The red and
blue shaded regions show the minimum and maximum
TPRs achieved at a given FPR across the trials for the
Author and Avocado datasets, respectively. The green
dotted line shows the baseline performance of a classifier that makes completely random guesses, which repre-
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Fig. 9. Average classifier precision plotted versus classifier recall for different ratios of positive/synthetic (P) to negative/genuine (N) examples in the test set.

sents the worst possible performance of a classifier. Classification performance is optimal when the true-positive
rate is high and the false-positive rate is low—this occurs when the ROC curve is in the top-left corner of the
plot and the area under the curve (AUC) is close to 1.0.
The random forest classifier is able to accurately
identify some Raven usage: on average, the AUC is relatively high (0.93 and 0.90). However, for any high rate of
recall (e.g., ≥ 0.8), the false positive rate is prohibitively
expensive (e.g., ≥ 0.1). In our Mailet study, we found
that Mailet usage could be detected with 100% recall at
a FPR of only 3%. In contrast, to achieve 100% recall
on Raven traffic, the classifier would incur an FPR of
at least 50%. We believe these results are promising, as
high false-positive rates correspond to high rates of collateral damage, especially when the incidence of Raven
traffic is low relative to the rate of genuine email traffic.
To further explore the effect of false positives on
classifier utility, we run an additional set of experiments.
The setup is the same as previously described, except we
vary the ratio of positive (synthetic) examples to negative (genuine) examples in the test set only (the classi-
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5.4 Performance Analysis
To evaluate Raven’s performance, we run simulations in
which Raven users (i) post Tweets and (ii) access their
Twitter feeds. We simulate the use of the SGX-protected
proxy to securely delegate TLS connections, which are
necessary for Twitter’s REST-based API, and use the
email profiles produced by the GAN as described in §5.2
to regulate the times and sizes of transmitted emails.
To determine the number of bytes required to post
and retrieve Tweets, we use the official Twitter API
and empirically measure the size of requests and responses. Our measurements conservatively use Tweets
of 280 characters (the maximum length). We multiply
required message sizes by 4/3 to adjust for the use of
base64-encoding in our implementation of Raven (due
to GPG; see Appendix B).
Raven allows the user to select a variable number
of profiles to use, where each profile corresponds to a
mimicked user (e.g., a user behind a NAT). Intuitively,
the more users the Raven client mimics, the better the
system’s performance since there will be more oppor-
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Fig. 10. Time required to post a Tweet, for various values of |P|.
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fier was trained on a balanced training set). In addition
to the 500-positive to 500-negative ratio we used previously, we ran experiments for 50-positive to 500-negative
and 5-positive to 500-negative ratios. In these experiments, classifier precision and recall (TPR) is recorded.
P
Precision is defined as T PT+F
P , where T P is the number
of true positives (correctly labeled synthetic examples)
and F P is the number of false positives (genuine examples that were labeled as synthetic) and indicates the
fraction of predictions that are correct from among all
examples that the classifier labeled synthetic.
Figure 9 shows the results of this experiment. Each
line in the graph shows classifier precision versus recall as the classifier threshold τ is adjusted, averaged
across the 50 trials at a particular positive-negative ratios. Notice that when negative examples largely outnumber positive examples (which is expected in realistic deployments), false-positive classifications erode classifier
utility. For example, even at just a 20% recall rate, the
classifier achieves only 32% (Authors) or 39% (Avocado)
precision (meaning ≥ 60% of synthetic label predictions are mis-labeled) at a 1% base rate. These results
are encouraging, and suggest that Raven usage may be
difficult to classify precisely at realistic base rates.
We refer an interested reader to Appendix A, which
explores the effects of having the censor augmenting its
classifier with additional data from an auxiliary dataset.

Time to Post Tweet (Hours)
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Fig. 11. The number of Tweets that can be retrieved per day
(log-scale), for various values of |P|.

tunities to send and receive messages. We denote the
profiles in use by the client as P.
Using the GAN described in §5.2, we generate for
each user profile in P ordered sets of incoming and outgoing email descriptors. Each email descriptor consists
of a timestamp (the transmission time of the email) and
the size of the email (excluding headers). We combine
the sets of outgoing emails for all of the profiles in P and
label it as OUT; we do the same for the incoming emails
and label this combined set as IN. Finally, we order IN
and OUT by time.
Tweeting or Sending a Direct Message: We simulate sending a Tweet (or equivalently, a direct message)
as follows: we select a random day and choose a time
uniformly at random from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on that day.
We consider this to be the decision time (tdec ) in which a
user opts to use Raven to send a Tweet. The simulator
then determines the first email in OUT whose timestamp (tsend ) is greater or equal to tdec . This reflects the
earliest opportunity for the user to send the Tweet (via
email). The time required to Tweet is thus tsend − tdec .
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We vary the size of |P| from 1 to 7, and for each
number of emulated users, we repeat the Tweeting experiment 2500 times. Figure 10 shows the time required
to post a Tweet for various values of |P|. Each box
depicts the interquartile range and whiskers show the
range of the data. When emulating one user (|P| = 1),
the median time to post the Tweet is 2.5 hours (Authors) and 2.2 hours (Avocado); emulating 7 users behind the NAT reduces the time to less than 45 minutes.
Retrieving Tweets: We simulate a Raven instance in
which the SGX-protected proxy periodically retrieves
Tweets (e.g., corresponding to the Raven user’s Tweet
feed) on behalf of the user, and then relays these Tweets
via emails back to the user. We select a random day
and consider all emails in IN—that is, all of the Ravengenerated emails that the user receives that day. The
number of bytes required to carry a maximum-length
Tweet message is 635 B (847 B after base64-encoding),
as determined empirically using the Twitter API. The
number of Tweets retrieved per day is the sum of the
body sizes of the messages in IN divided by 847.
The number of incoming Tweets that can be retrieved per day using Raven is shown in Figure 11. As
before, we repeat each configuration 2,500 times and
plot the interquartile ranges. The median number of retrieved Tweets per day is 3,606 (Authors) and 475 (Avocado) at the median when |P| = 1. This increases by two
orders of magnitude to approximately 44,000 (Authors)
/ 11,000 (Avocado) when |P| = 7.
Summary: Our simulation-based performance evaluation shows that the performance of Tweeting is dominated by the time between deciding when to Tweet and
having the GAN signify that it is safe to do so. This can
incur delays measured in hours, but as we argue in §5.3,
such delays may provide much stronger security protections than those of existing schemes that fail to model
realistic human behavior. On the other hand, incoming
email volumes are sufficient to retrieve a large number
of Tweets per day, suggesting that Raven is especially
well-suited for privately accessing Twitter feeds.

6 Conclusion
In this work, we argue the importance of behavioral realism and behavioral independence, two important properties that are often overlooked in the design of censorship circumvention systems. These properties provide protections against traffic analysis attacks aimed
at revealing the presence of a covert channel within
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a cover protocol. However, covert channel designs satisfying these properties must cope with increased implementation costs and weak performance guarantees.
To study how these properties affect real systems, we
prototyped Raven, a covert channel designed to satisfy behavioral realism and independence. Raven was
designed to be practical and follow best practices identified by the community. For instance, we use a ubiquitous cover channel that is accessible in many different regions, which we verified in a measurement study.
Also, we tunnel traffic through real email client software,
avoiding issues related to protocol mimicry. Our evaluations show that Raven significantly raises the falsepositive rate during traffic analysis when compared to
previous state-of-the-art systems, while securely providing acceptable application performance.
Future Work: Protocol emulation by itself is insufficient for covert communication because anomalous
cover channel usage can produce traffic inconsistencies
that are detectable by a censor. We recommend that
future designs for censorship circumvention systems directly incorporate designs supporting behavioral independence and realism. Although we focused on email,
these properties are general and can be applied in other
channels. For example, our approach could be translated
to emulate genuine user behavior for instant messaging,
web browsing, or video conferencing. Porting behaviorbased design principles to these and other cover channels
is a promising direction for future work, as well as evaluating behavior-based designs against adversaries employing more sophisticated machine-learning models.
This paper is focused on evaluating email behavior and, like previous work, does not consider behavior
across applications, devices, or networks. However, composed behavior could leak information about the presence of a covert channel on a user’s network and should
be considered when designing new anti-censorship techniques in future work. In Raven, for example, running
multiple email profiles could lead to inconsistencies between email and non-email usage patterns; consistency
could be improved by simultaneously running non-email
applications along with Raven to better emulate the
presence of additional users on the network.
When gathering data for training, capturing all important email patterns including weekends, holidays,
and cultural differences (such as different dates for holidays in different countries), and constructing more diverse email datasets that include email dependencies
(e.g., I only receive after I send) represent opportunities for future work.
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A Security Evaluation: Training
Dataset Augmentation

True Positive Rate (Recall)

In this Appendix, we provide supplementary security
evaluation results to those presented in Section 5.3. In
particular, we replicate the classification experiment on
the Author dataset described in Section 5, but with
one modification: instead of the adversary training on
outputs from the behavior model trained on profiles in
the GAN-Train set, we give the adversary a behavior model trained on both GAN-Train profile data and
Avocado profile data (see Appendix 5.1), which can considered to be an auxiliary dataset. Otherwise, the rest
of the experiment is the same—the adversary uses the
trained classifier to separate instances of behavior generated by the Raven behavior model (trained on only
GAN-Train profile data) from instances of user behavior sampled from the Classify set.
Figure 12 shows the result of this experiment.
We find that adding auxiliary data to the adversary’s behavior model degrades classification performance. This is because the adversary is given an in1.0
0.8
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Fig. 12. (ROC) curves showing classification performance across
different classification thresholds for the classifier using an augmented training dataset.
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stance of the exact model assumed to be used by Raven
clients in the Section 5.3 experiments, which is the
most advantageous setting for the adversary. By adding
differently-distributed data to the adversary’s model,
it becomes more difficult to learn the distinctions of
Raven-produced email behavior from genuine behavior.

B Software Details
To test the real-world efficacy of Raven, we built a prototype implementation of Raven.
Implementation: Our implementation of the Raven
client consists of Python controllers, the CTGAN [75],
SGX client code, an unmodified Thunderbird version 75,
and a custom extension to Thunderbird. To make Raven
accessible to a wide variety of platforms, we packaged
the Raven client as a Docker container, using the X virtual framebuffer (Xvfb) display server to support nonGUI modes of operation. The broker-side components
of Raven include Python controllers, CTGAN, and the
SGX enclave code. We will release all Raven components
as free and open software concurrent with publication.
We use GPG 2.2 with elliptical curve Diffie-Hellman
Curve25519 keys to encrypt Raven messages before they
are written to the body of an email. We apply padding
to the plaintext (before GPG-encryption) to achieve the
desired email size, as determined by either the client’s
or the proxy’s GAN (depending upon the direction of
traffic). The encrypted messages from the Raven client
include a profile identifier that allows the proxy to select
the matching GAN profile.
On the client side, the user configures Raven with
the broker’s email address and public key. Raven operates a local controller daemon that allows multiple network applications to use Raven while ensuring that communication never deviates from the client’s GAN profile. To communicate over Raven, an application opens
a connection to the Raven controller and sends and receives network communication using a standard socket
interface. The controller multiplexes applications’ requests and relays their communications in accordance
with the schedule produced by the GAN.
The SGX proxy component is based on the WolfSSL
library [71] and supports TLS 1.3. Although certificate
validation is performed by the broker, this occurs within
the SGX enclave, and SGX attestation provides assurances to the client that both the broker-side software
and the root certificates have not been modified.
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Fig. 13. Average Bhattacharyya coefficient and train time versus
the number of features input to the CopulaGAN.
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Table 2. Success rates for establishing secure TLS connections
with IMAPS and SMTPS servers from various locations. “Local”
denotes a single-user email server located in the US.
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Fig. 14. Train time versus the number of training samples input
to the CopulaGAN.

C GAN Training Performance
In this appendix, we share additional results about the
process of training the CopulaGAN.
In Figure 13, the average Bhattacharyya coefficient
computed over features is shown as the number of features in the training set is varied. In this experiment,
each feature’s distribution is chosen to be normal with
random mean and variance. Note that the minimum
value plotted is ≥ 0.96, indicating that, for any number
of features, the GAN is accurately reproducing the input distribution. However, the training process becomes
more expensive as the number of features is increased.
The red dashed line plots training time, which increases
approximately linearly with the number of features input to the GAN. The training time measurements were
performed on an AMD EPYC 7551 32-Core Processor
and accelerated with a Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000 GPU.
(The GAN was configured to train for 100 epochs and
was given 10,000 samples of each feature).
Figure 14 shows how training time is affected by
the number of input samples. In this plot, the number
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of features is fixed to ten, and the GAN is trained for
100 epochs. Note that the x-axis is log-scale; overall, our
results show that the GAN’s training time is not very
sensitive to the number of samples input to the GAN.

D Email Measurement
This appendix gives the full results from our email accessibility measurement, described in §4.1. The full table
of results is shown in Table 2.

